
UNCLASSIFIED 
 
Greetings Mr Dowling, 

 

Reference is made to your Report a Crime submission to the Australian Federal Police 

(AFP), dated 11 May 2016. 

 

The AFP is the primary law enforcement agency responsible for investigating crimes 

against the Commonwealth of Australia. Information about what the AFP may investigate 

and the processes involved can be found at http://www.afp.gov.au/contact/report-a-

crime. Under the Australian Government Investigations Standards, Commonwealth 

entities have their own anti-fraud or investigative components, and have the primary 

responsibility for investigating fraud involving their agencies. Where a matter is 

sufficiently serious or complex, Commonwealth agencies will forward the matter to the 

AFP for consideration.  

 

You were correct to contact the NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption 

(ICAC) in the first instance, for information about your complaint lodged with ICAC you 

can view their Frequently Asked Questions at the following link: 

https://www.icac.nsw.gov.au/reporting-corruption/faqs-about-reporting-corruption, 

alternatively you can contact ICAC via phone on 02 8281 5999, via email at 

icac@icac.nsw.gov.au or via post to: 

 

GPO Box 500 

Sydney, NSW 2001 

 

If you are not satisfied with your response from ICAC you may wish to contact the NSW 

Ombudsman. Their contact details can be found at 

http://www.ombo.nsw.gov.au/contact-us. They can be contacted from Monday to Friday 

9:00am to 4:00pm on 02 9286 1000 (or toll free outside the Sydney metro on 1800 

451 524) or via email nswombo@ombo.nsw.gov.au. 

 

I trust this information has been of assistance to you.  

 

Your correspondence has been recorded by the AFP however no further action will be 

taken.  

 

Client Liaison Team  

AFP Operations Coordination Centre 

 

 

 

UNCLASSIFIED 
 
From: SHANE DOWLING [mailto:shanedowling@outlook.com.au]  

Sent: Wednesday, 11 May 2016 2:56 PM 
To: thamilton@icac.nsw.gov.au; sloder@icac.nsw.gov.au 

Cc: 'ICAC'; Colvin, Andrew 

Subject: Formal complaint - Perceived bias by Megan Latham so matter to be dealt with by someone 
else - NSW judges taking bribes off the mafia as confirmed by Justice David Davies 

 

Dear Deputy Commissioner Theresa Hamilton and Sharon Loder - Executive 
Director, Investigation Division 
 
I am writing to both of you to make a formal complaint regarding NSW judges taking 
bribes off the Mafia which was reported by Fairfax Media publications, their websites 
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such as smh.com, theage.co and also the ABC’s Four Corners program in July 2015. 
NSW Supreme Court judge David Davies has also confirmed in court that NSW 
judges have taken bribes off the mafia. Some of the evidence is set out below and 
covers four key pieces of evidence. 
 

1.     NSW judicial officers taking bribes off the Mafia as reported by Fairfax Media 
2.     NSW judicial officers taking bribes off the Mafia as reported by the ABC’s 

Four Corners program 
3.     Justice David Davies confirming, in court on the 30th November 2015, that 

NSW Judges have taken bribes off the Mafia. 
4.     Justice David Davies has also confirmed in a judgment, published on the 

4/12/15, that it is common practice that Supreme Court judges do not give 
reasons when they have secret hearings (ex parte hearings) for one party and 
issue orders for that party. Any lawyer will tell you that this is clear admission 
of systemic corruption and needs to be urgently investigated. 

 
I have a lot more evidence but the above is explosive enough to warrant a public 
investigation by ICAC. I do note that the head of ICAC Commissioner Megan Latham 
is a former District Court judge and NSW Supreme Court judge and therefor it is a 
given she should stand aside from having anything to do with this matter as she 
herself would be a suspect for taking bribes when she was a judge and also 
perceived bias in that she will look after her friends who are still judges. Also, in a 
conversation that I had with ICAC employee Nechal Dhillon on the 14/7/15 she made 
it very clear that ICAC intended to cover-up judicial bribery in NSW which I assume 
what she said was on the direction of Megan Latham. Below is some of the key 
evidence.  
 
(1 & 2) Fairfax Media and the ABC’s Four Corners program reveal Mafia judicial 
bribes 
 
I wrote about the Mafia judicial bribe on the 7th July 2015 in an article titled “Top 
secret police report says Mafia bribed NSW judges $2.2m. Some corrupt judges 
named” and the relevant part is: 
 
The Mafia bribed NSW judges $2.2m a top secret police report alleges, Fairfax 
Media (The SMH and The Age) reported last night (6/7/15). The secret police report 
was not leaked to Fairfax Media for no reason and there will be a lot of people in the 
NSW legal fraternity having heart attacks as they know the game is up. 
 
The timing of the leak is perfect for this website and my complaint about corrupt 
NSW judges to the NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC). 
 
The Fairfax Media report titled “$2.2m in Mafia bribes to NSW judges alleged in top-
secret police reports” says: 
 
“An Australian Mafia boss allegedly paid $2.2 million in bribes to NSW judges to get 
lighter jail sentences, top-secret police intelligence reports reveal.” 
 



and: “One report described how NSW police gathered information in 2003 that Mafia 
figures in Griffith – the group’s traditional stronghold – had been “receiving 
information from a person connected to the police in Griffith and the court”.” 
 
“It is alleged that a Sydney based IOC [Italian Organised Crime] member received 
light sentences in the past because he paid off [Sydney] judges, costing 
approximately $2.2 million.” 
 
One judge has apparently since retired but there are others who are still judges who 
also took the bribes off the mafia. (Click here to read the full article) 
 
(3) Justice David Davies - Confirms Mafia judicial bribe 
 
I wrote about Justice Davies confirming the Mafia judicial bribe in an article I 
published on the 31st January 2016 which its titled “Justice David Davies confirms 
$2.2mill Mafia bribe & systemic corruption in NSW Supreme Court”. The relevant 
section in that article is: 
 
In July last year Fairfax Media (The SMH and The Age) and the ABC (Four Corners) 
reported that a top-secret police report alleged the Mafia bribed NSW judges $2.2 
million. 
 
This clearly required an immediate and direct response from our political leaders and 
authorities. No one has said anything. They all seem to be hoping if they ignore it the 
scandal will go away and the public will forget. 
 
I wrote to Megan Latham who is the Commissioner of the NSW Independent 
Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) regarding the $2.2 million bribe and other 
judicial corruption. Ms Latham did not respond which is not a surprise given she was 
a NSW District judge and NSW Supreme Court judge and therefore a possible 
recipient of the Mafia bribe. 
 
On the 30th November 2015 I raised the NSW Mafia Bribe in court before Justice 
David Davies and I hit the jackpot. 
 
Justice Davies said the bribe took place “30 or 40 years ago” in a clear attempt to 
downplay it as old news. I responded words to the effect “it didn’t happen that long 
ago as one of the judges had only recently retired and there are other judges still on 
the bench”. Justice Davies then sat there like a stunned mullet and said nothing. 
 
But what Justice David Davies said did confirm that the $2.2 Judicial / Mafia bribe did 
take place and Justice Davies is the first government official to make any comment 
on the matter. Although the fact that Justice Davies was trying to conceal the bribe 
by downplaying it should be disturbing to every law enforcement officer and 
politician. And what else does Justice Davies know about the bribe and who else 
knows? (Click here for the full article) 
 
(4) Justice David Davies - Confirms systemic corrupt conduct by judges in 
NSW Supreme Courts 
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Every person in the legal fraternity and most members of the public know that judges 
have to give reasons and publish the reasons. It’s common law. That is what is 
meant to keep judges honest and accountable. There is no excuse for not giving 
reasons. 
 
Justice Davies said in a judgment handed down on the 4th December 2015 that: “it is 
the practice of the Court where an ex parte injunction is sought as matter of some 
urgency that reasons are not given.” (See paragraph 20 – Munsie v Dowling (No. 7) 
[2015] NSWSC 1832) 
 
Anyone in the legal fraternity will tell you without a doubt that this is clear admission 
of corrupt conduct by judges. Every judge including Justice Davies knows they have 
to give reasons. Justice Davies saying that “it is the practice of the Court” “that 
reasons are not given” does not make it legal and he knows it. 
 
Another article on my website with relevant evidence is titled “ICAC’s Megan Latham 
covers up Mafia $2.2 million judicial bribe & other corruption” which was published 
on the 19th July 2015. (Click here to read the article) 
 
Summary 
 
I have a lot more evidence than the above although the above alone is more than 
enough for ICAC to have a full and open public inquiry. It clearly shows systemic 
corruption. 
 
As already mentioned Megan Latham should have nothing to do with the enquiry 
given her previous positions as a District and later a Supreme Court judge. ICAC 
employee Nechal Dhillon should also have nothing to do with the complaint as she 
has made it very clear she is part of an effort by elements within ICAC to cover up 
the Mafia bribing NSW judges. 
 
I have further evidence and I am more than happy to meet in the future to go through 
all the relevant evidence. Please respond ASAP. As this matter is clearly in the 
public interest I will be publishing this letter on my judicial corruption website 
Kangaroo Court of Australia. 
 
Regards 
 
Shane Dowling 
Kangaroo Court of Australia 

Ph 0411 238 704 
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